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Patent Pending

Not Just a Wheelchair. A Member of the Team.

DESIGNED FOR OUR NEXT GENERATION.
Welcome to the most intuitive pediatric wheelchair you’ve ever seen.
An adjustment system designed to provide accurate, easy growth options. A system so easy to
adjust it promotes proper positioning and wheel access so your child gains the active independence
and mobility they want.

For the first time ever,
growth is just a “Clik” away.
The Clik’s proprietary Index System
easily indexes and aligns as you
optimize your adjustment. Providing
you just enough guidance to achieve
the very best results, every time. And
the confidence to know it’s right.

Evolving and Growing with Your Child.
Seat height, width, depth, CG, caster wing position, seat upholstery, seat
pans…the most built in adjustment available. With all the possibilities,
meeting kids needs has never been so easy.

YOU ARE ONLY A “CLIK” AWAY,
FROM JUST RIGHT.

Expanding your child’s
world with confidence.

BE DYNAMIC.

Clik’s unique swing away armrest allows
for independent angle adjustability,
while integrated into the backrest for
easy growth. Your arm is always where
you need it.

Being able to move yourself in space is an essential
phase of neurodevelopment. The challenge is maintaining
security and stability. Our new adjustable dynamic
5th wheel, that allows you to adjust both the range
and spring rate, makes it possible.
Whether setup in mid-wheel for the smallest riders or
to help promote and teach the balance and wheeling
skills that encourage confidence to overcome everyday
obstacles and terrain. Be Dynamic.

The replaceable cross tube with TAPER
LOK increases Clik’s rigidity resulting
in an easier to push chair. Optional
integrated receivers use less space so
you can get everything in the right spot.
The first time.

Compound offset frames ensure your
kid has the fit they need. More room for
abducted positioning, AFO’s and braces.

SPECIFICATIONS

WHEELS, SPOKE GUARDS, FRAMES & ACCENTS.

THOUSANDS OF FUN COMBINATIONS!

Transpor t Weight:

12.5 lbs.*

5.67 kg*

Seat Width:

8-16 in.

20-41 cm

Seat Depth:

8-16 in.

20-41 cm

Front Seat Height:

11.5-20 in.

29-51 cm

Rear Seat Height:

11.5-20.5 in.

29-52 cm

Tubing Size:

1.125 in.

2.85 cm

Weight Capacity:

165 lbs.

74.8 kg

WC-19 Transit:

Yes

Yes

* 12”x12” Frame w/ Adjustable Height Back-12”,

4” Poly Casters, Angle Adj. Footplate and Standard
Upholster y. Armrest and Rear Wheels Removed.
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